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When one talks about the “global elite”, one usually refers to a small group of wealthy and powerful
individuals who operate beyond national borders. Through various organizations, these non-elected
individuals gather in semi-secrecy to decide policies they want to see applied on a global level.

The World Economic Forum (WEF) is smack dab in the middle of it all. Indeed, through its annual Davos
meetings, the WEF attempts to legitimize and normalize its influence on the world’s democratic nations
by having a panel of world leaders attending and speaking at the event.

A simple look at the list of attendees at these meetings reveals the organization’s incredible reach and
influence. The biggest names in media, politics, business, science, technology, and finance are
represented at the WEF.

According to mass media, the Davos meetings gather people to discuss issues such as “inequality,
climate change, and international cooperation”. This simplistic description appears to be custom-made
to cause the average citizen to yawn in boredom. But topics at the WEF go much further than
“inequality”.

Throughout the years, people at the WEF have said some highly disturbing things, none of which
garnered proper media attention. In fact, when one pieces together the topics championed by the WEF,
an overarching theme emerges: The total control of humanity using media, science, and technology
while reshaping democracies to form a global government.

If this sounds like a far-fetched conspiracy theory, keep reading. Here are the 10 most dystopian things
that are being pushed by the WEF right now. This list sorted is in no particular order. Because they’re all
equally crazy.

#10 Penetrating Governments

The least one can say is that Klaus Schwab, the founder and the head of the WEF is not a fan of
democracy. In fact, he perceives it as an obstacle to a fully globalized world.

In the 2010 WEF report titled “Global Redesign”, Schwab postulates that a globalized world is best
managed by a “self-selected coalition of multinational corporations, governments (including through the
UN system), and select civil society organizations (CSOs)”. This is the exact opposite of a democracy.

He argued that governments are no longer “the overwhelmingly dominant actors on the world stage”
and that “the time has come for a new stakeholder paradigm of international governance”. For this
reason, the Transnational Institute (TNI) described the WEF as “a silent global coup d’état” to capture
governance.

In 2017, at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, Schwab blatantly admitted what is
continually dismissed as a “conspiracy theory” by mass media: The WEF is “penetrating” governments
around the world.

Schwab said:

“I have to say, when I mention now names, like Mrs. (Angela) Merkel and even Vladimir Putin,
and so on, they all have been Young Global Leaders of the World Economic Forum. But what
we are very proud of now is the young generation, like Prime Minister [Justin] Trudeau, the
President of Argentina and so on.

We penetrate the cabinets. So yesterday I was at a reception for Prime Minister Trudeau and
I know that half of his cabinet, or even more than half of his cabinet, are actually Young
Global Leaders of the World Economic Forum. (…) It’s true in Argentina and it’s true in
France, with the President – a Young Global Leader.”

In this outstanding talk, Schwab blatantly stated that Angela Merkel of Germany, Vladimir Putin of
Russia, Justin Trudeau of Canada, and Emmanuel Macron of France were “groomed” by the WEF. He
even adds that at least half of Canada’s cabinet consists of representatives sold to the WEF’s agenda.
This is not a conspiracy theory. This is the absolute truth, confirmed by the head of the WEF himself.

#9 Controlling Minds Using Sound Waves

In 2018, one of the topics of discussion at the WEF was “Mind Control Using Sound Waves” (read my
full article about it here). I did not alter this title for sensationalism, those are exactly the words used by
the WEF.

This is the title of an actual article published on the WEF’s official website. It
was deleted for obscure reasons, but it is still viewable in web archives.

In the article, the technology is touted as a possible treatment for Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease.
However, the article also states that “it can cure you, it can get you addicted, and it can kill you”. It can
also be used to completely control a person’s mind, remotely. The article states:

“I can see the day coming where a scientist will be able to control what a person sees in
their mind’s eye, by sending the right waves to the right place in their brain. My guess is that
most objections will be similar to those we hear today about subliminal messages in
advertisements, only much more vehement.

This technology is not without its risks of misuse. It could be a revolutionary healthcare
technology for the sick, or a perfect controlling tool with which the ruthless control the weak.
This time though, the control would be literal.”

The conclusion of the article: Nobody can stop scientists from developing this technology. To prevent
misuse, it should be regulated by organizations such as … the WEF. That’s convenient because some
companies developing this technology are part of the WEF. Do you see where this is going?

#8 Pills That Contain Microchips

Once again, this title sounds like a far-fetched conspiracy theory cleverly worded for sensationalism. It is
not. Here’s a video from the WEF’s 2018 meeting where Albert Bourla, the CEO of Pfizer, talks about pills
that contain microchips.
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Albert Bourla at World Economic Forum 2018 is E…
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Bourla says:

“FDA approved the first ‘electronic pill’, if I can call it like that. It is basically a biological chip
that is in the tablet and, once you take the tablet, and it disolves into your stomach, it sends a
signal that you took the tablet. So imagine the applications of that, the compliance. The
insurance companies would know that the medicines that patients should take, they do take
them. It is fascinating what happens in this field.”

Is this field truly fascinating? Or utterly dystopian? As Bourla himself said: Imagine the compliance. This
kind of technology could easily open the door to all kinds of nefarious applications. Since then, COVID
put Pfizer in a position of power never seen before for a pharmaceutical company.

Like Pfizer, the WEF is also using COVID to further its agenda.

#7 Praising Massive Lockdowns

In 2020 and 2021, cities around the world were subjected to massive and drastic lockdowns, causing
job losses, suicides, drug overdoses, isolation, mental health issues, domestic abuse, bankruptcies, and
homelessness. During this horrific period, children could not attend school for months and were
essentially barred from interacting with other children. A slew of small and medium businesses was
destroyed while large corporations strived.

Despite all of this, the WEF could not hide its love of drastic, life-destroying lockdowns. In fact, it
released a video surrealistically called “Lockdowns are quietly improving cities around the world”. Here’s
this piece of complete insanity.

Watch on
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The video states “Lockdowns significantly reduced human activity … leading to Earth’s quietest period
in decades,” while showing dystopian images of empty cities and planes stuck on the ground.

Completely ignoring the immense human suffering caused by these lockdowns, the WEF considered it
was all worth it because “carbon emissions were down 7% in 2020”.

When this thing was first posted, it garnered intense backlash. So the WEF deleted the video above and
posted this tweet.

As you can see, despite deleting the video, the WEF kept praising lockdowns. That’s because the WEF
would love to see “covidian” life become permanent.

#6 “Take a Peek at the Future”

Judging by comments on YouTube and social media, people absolutely hate videos created by the WEF.
But they keep coming. Because they don’t care what you think. They just want to plant their seed of
insanity into your mind. In a video titled “How our lives could soon look” (read my full article about it
here), the WEF invites viewers to “take a peek at the future”. And it is BLEAK. It is all about making
COVID life permanent.

The video is filled with masked people, purell dispensers, and QR codes. This is the future they want.
Then, there’s this nugget of insanity.

No. Go away.

The video proudly says:

“NASA has invented a system that can ID you from your heartbeat using a laser.”

As if that wasn’t enough, the video shows children stuck at home and being schooled through screens.
The video ends by showing people wearing masks outside, like crazy people.

NONE. Go away.

#5 Pushing For a Great Reset

As stated above, the WEF perceives the pandemic as an “opportunity”. It is not only an opportunity to
reshape our personal existence but to restructure the entire world structure according to its principles.
The WEF calls it “the Great Reset”. To promote this Reset (that absolutely nobody wants) the WEF
released a propaganda video (it really fits the definition of “propaganda”). Here it is in all of its insanity. 

Watch on
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When I posted an article about this video in 2021, the comments were not yet turned off. And I took a
screenshot of the top ones.

This short video manages to contain an incredible amount of subversive messages. It even ridiculizes
“conspiracy theories” while, astoundingly, confirming these theories.

A screenshot from the video. Are you serious?

The video also announced the “death of capitalism”.

Another surreal screenshot from the video.

While capitalism is based on a self-regulating system of offer and demand, the Great Reset looks to
redefine the way businesses are evaluated through new parameters. The main one: Compliance with the
elite’s social and political agendas.

Towards the end, the narrator utters this enigmatic sentence:

“And that’s all about getting the right people in the right place at the right time”.

While the video doesn’t quite explain what this sentence actually means in real-life situations, its
implications are rather chilling. Instead of allowing successful individuals and businesses to grow
organically, the elite’s system would interfere to “get the right people at the right place at the right time”,
in accordance with its agenda. In other words, the system would be rigged and compliance with a wider
agenda would be mandatory in a new economy.

The video ends with a call to viewers to get involved. However, of course, you’re not actually invited to
the WEF. In fact, they’re actually looking to “recalibrate” your freedom of speech.

#4 “Recalibrating” freedom of speech

An easy way to identify world leaders who are groomed by the WEF is through their incessant railing
against free speech. They absolutely hate it and they’re constantly calling for the internet to be censored
and highly regulated. At the 2022 Davos meeting, Australian “eSafety commissioner” Julie Inman Grant
stated that we need a “recalibration of free speech”.

Grant said:

“We are finding ourselves in a place where we have increasing polarization everywhere and
everything feels binary when it doesn’t need to be. So I think we’re going to have to think
about a recalibration of a whole range of human rights that are playing out online. You know,
from freedom of speech to the freedom to be free from online violence.”

Here, Grant essentially calls for censorship. She even believes that freedom of speech as a human right
should be “recalibrated” using “online violence” as an excuse. There is no such thing as “online
violence”. They love to equate speech with violence. It is an extremely manipulative way of justifying
China-style censorship.

Free speech is, in fact, binary. Either it exists or it doesn’t. And they clearly don’t want it to exist.

#3 Tracking Your Clothes

The WEF wants to control your clothes. And they’ve made a video about it. Did I mention that people
absolutely hate WEF videos? Here’s another one that got people’s blood boiling.

Watch on

Your clothing would be tracked soon.... WEF
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Using the environment as an excuse (as usual), the WEF announced the coming of clothing laced with
“digital passports” that can be traced at all times. Backed by Microsoft (of course), these garments will
apparently flood the market by 2025.

According to the WEF, these chips will allow fashion brands to resell their clothes. I have no idea how
that would work. The video makes sure NOT to mention that this technology would be a great way of
tracking those who ditched their smartphones.

But ditching your smartphone might become … impossible.

#2 “Smartphones will be in your body by 2030”

At the 2022 Davos meeting, Nokia CEO Pekka Lundmark claimed that, by 2030, “smartphones will be
implanted directly into the body.” This would coincide with the coming of 6G technology, which is
expected to be launched by the end of the decade.

Watch on
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For years, this site has been documenting the elite’s incessant push for transhumanism, which is the
merging of humans with machines. They’re looking to accelerate this transition by making things people
cannot live without (such as smartphones) available in transhumanist form.

Are you noticing their creepy eagerness to insert things inside our bodies?

#1 “You’ll Own Nothing. And You’ll Be Happy.”

This is probably the most dystopian moment in WEF history. In 2016, Ida Auken, a Member of
Parliament in Denmark said:

“Welcome to 2030. I own nothing, have no privacy, and life has never been better”.

The WEF loved that quote so much that it tweeted about it.

The WEF also created a video (that everybody absolutely hated) titled “8 Predictions for the World in
2030”. Here’s a screenshot.

The WEF loves to phrase its “predictions” in a non-conditional form, as if
they’re an inevitability. But look at this smiling guy. He’s clearly happy. Thank
you WEF!

An article on the WEF’s website explains:

“I don’t own anything. I don’t own a car. I don’t own a house. I don’t own any appliances or
any clothes,” writes Danish MP Ida Auken. Shopping is a distant memory in the city of 2030,
whose inhabitants have cracked clean energy and borrow what they need on demand. It
sounds utopian, until she mentions that her every move is tracked and outside the city live
swathes of discontents, the ultimate vision of a society split in two.

In this dystopian future, there are no products you can own. Only “services” that are rented and
delivered using drones. This system would make all humans completely dependent on WEF-controlled
corporations for every single basic need. There would be absolutely no autonomy, no freedom, and no
privacy. And you’ll be happy.

Honorable Mention: Individual carbon footprint tracker

At the 2022 Davos meeting, Alibaba Group president J. Michael Evans announced the development of
an “individual carbon tracker”.

Once again, the WEF uses the environment to promote the micro-management of human behavior.
Evans says that the tracker can monitor “where they’re traveling, how they’re traveling, what are they’re
eating and what are they consuming on the platform”.

Notice that he used the pronoun “they” and not “we” because there is no way in hell he’s going to use
that thing. Me neither.

In Conclusion

Upon reviewing this list, two common themes become obvious. The first theme is “penetration”. The
WEF wants to penetrate governments using “Global Leaders” (aka Manchurian candidates). It also
wants to penetrate our bodies through pills, microchips, and vaccines. It also wants to penetrate our
minds using soundwaves, censorship, and propaganda.

The other theme is “control”. They want to control what we think, where we go, what we say, what we
eat, and what we wear.

Do you know who agrees with the WEF? China. Censorship is widespread, a social credit system
controls people’s behaviors and COVID is still used as an excuse for massive lockdowns and total
population control. Not to mention the literal concentration camps. Despite all of this, Chinese officials
are constantly present at WEF meetings. Why? Because China is basically a laboratory for the WEF’s
policies.

With all of that being said, how can we counteract the WEF’s insanity? How can we vote them out if they
were never voted in? A first step would be to elect – at all levels of government – representatives that
want nothing to do with the WEF. If our elected officials treated the WEF as the rogue, illegitimate
organization that it is, its influence would be greatly reduced.

Second, we can boycott every company that is part of the WEF. I realize this is easier said than done
because many of these companies are virtual monopolies. However, if we stop giving them our money,
they’ll stop using our money to poison our lives.

Then, they’ll own nothing. And we’ll all be happy.

P.S. If you appreciated this article, please consider supporting The Vigilant Citizen through a VC
Membership (which allows you to view the site ad-free + a free copy of the VC e-book) or through
Patreon (same perks as a VC Membership). Alternatively, you can make one-time donation here. Thank
you for your support!
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Far outside the domes .... there is rumored to be a man....

His clothes are untraceable...... he owns no smartphone 

But he does own a hedge trimmer with a 32 inch cutting blade that he uses to ward off the
nuclear mutant hordes 

Its said to run on gasoline mixed with oil , he's supposedly removed the muffler 

On his head a wreath of cigarettes and twizzlers

Woven together like the laurel crowns of ancient heroes 

He metes out justice from his throne of trash  set high upon a dais of garbage 

And , its said he's coming to liberate the chipped slaves

Inspiring fear and admiration in the hearts of all 

Is he just a legend?

Or , is he 

YOUR POST APOCALYPTIC OVERLORD 

PIZZA THE HUTT!!??
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They call him Lawnmower Man.
Orly
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Such a great movie.  Never read the book because I'm a heathen.
psychopath
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The only similarity between the book and the movie is the title. Stephen King
sued. 

SlowBro
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It was a short story, which was affecting in that Steven King kinda way but
definitely not the basis of a feature film. How the Lawnmower man movie got
made it probably a curious tale.

lazycat1984
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Hegelian dialectic is ‘PROBLEM-REACTION-SOLUTION’ and how it
works is like this:

1. The government creates or exploits a problem in which attributes
blame to others.

2. The people react by asking the govt for protecton and help (safety
and security) to help solve the problem.

3. Then, the government offers the solution that was planned by them
long before the crisis occured. 

The outcome of all of this is: the rights and liberties are exchanged for the
illusion of protection and help. 

Welcome to the New World Order where “you’ll own nothing and be
happy.”

Team Echo Golf Foxtrot
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It’s been a long time coming, all politicians in the world are owned by our
banking overlords. You saw it with the plandemic. The few opposition is in
most cases controlled opposition. The media is completely complicit and is
adding to the brainwashing. But it’s mostly disgusting how easily the
sheeple are deceived. I’m not sure who I should blame more for our
situation.
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At least Faucci/Wuhan got Monkeypox released in time for Super Spreader
Pride Day!

Joe Davola
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Donald Trump!!!
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In the coming elections, EVERY candidate should be asked point blank if they 1)
know what the WEF is & if they do, 2) do they in any way support it. If they don't
know what this demonic Marxist organization is, they are disqualified. Ignorance
is half the problem that got us here. If they do know WEF, and in any way
support them, they are immediately disqualified. These are the self righteous
dictators in sheeps clothing that must be outed and politically annihilated.  Lets
be clear, this godless globalist trojan horse must be destroyed before it destroys
us.
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When's the last time any of us had access to a politician to ask any questions
that could revel their intentions? I would say never.

But, I do agree it must be taken down....although, it cannot be done through
voting. THAT has been proved time and time again. We have the numbers
and therefore the power. All we have to do is get off our butts and USE THAT
POWER. Why do you think they are attempting to pull off this Jan 6th
nonsense? They want you to thin you do not have that power...that they do.
BS. It's time to HAVE GRIEVANCES ADDRESSED AND TRAITORS
REMOVED.

And the main grievance is that the entire system is FUBAR.

Dukey9
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Dukey 9 - I cannot speak for the US but in UK ALL of our politicians and
leaders  are accessible to ANYONE. You just have to make the effort -
which nobody does because they are stupid. When you meet our leaders
you will be totally uninspired. They MEAN WELL but are the worst that our
stupid electorate can find and vote for. The reason for this mess is the
ELECTORATE. Lazy, stupid, credulous, habituated, dependent....etc.
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better idea ... identify the infiltrators that wish to subvert Democracy.

You know ... democracy this thing Democrats are all BS about all the time.

Then execute them.

Would not take long to push Klaus Schwab and his WEF back into the
shadows where they will feel much safer seeing as they wish too strip the
voice of people who object to most of the policies they want for themselves. 
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Every politician knows about the WEF and is either on board or for some
reason (fear, pay off, whatever) trying to keep it quiet.  I wasn't really sure
about that until I read these 2 articles in one of Canada's main news
papers.  The first one appeared one day, attempted to say it was all
'conspiracy theory' then the next day, the 2nd article was published giving
it some relevance but hardly any at all.  Still conspiracy.  This is being done
on purpose.  Absolutely on purpose:

https://nationalpost.com/news/federal-ethics-commissioner-flooded-with-
emails-calling-for-investigation-into-wef-conspiracy

https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/first-reading-does-the-wef-
secretly-control-the-canadian-government

Lastly, the website this article is from is a little strange in my opinion.  Not
that the story above isn't true but the source is somewhat suspect IMO.

 

prettycdngirl

%

%

8

2 weeks ago # $

Half the battle is getting people to connect the dots (Covid-19 lockdowns 
& MANDATES, WHO, Putin's war bringing famine & Oil embargo, Black
lives MATTER w/Defund the Police, Antifa, Trudeau's Trucker Protest,
George Soros & his US radical DA's, Climate Change agenda, UN's
Agenda 30,)  - all plotted & planned by WEF. 

Just reading the WEF website could open eyes.  People have a vague
sense all these events have an agenda to bring down democracy & free
speech.  But it will still need an explanation how the 'Davos Elites' have
purposely planned all of this - spelled out on the WEF website. 

4ladyfox
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%

1 Reply"
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Lawnmower Deth. Hear the music.
Crock

%

%

151 6 Reply"
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If you're addicted to reading ZH and are still mentally stable, congratulations. You're
immune to depression.

Consuming this much negative shit on a daily basis will destroy the mind and break
those who can't handle it. Comments section helps a lot. 

Without the comments it would be like watching CNN or Fox news 24/7. Hazardous
to health

S.Parker
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%

14 91 Reply"
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WEF adores Xi

Putin adores Xi

ZH adores Putin

Just a matter of time before the circle is complete and ZH is shilling for WEF

BelleDelphine
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%

62 5 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Why do I feel like I am being hypmotised...

By yet more psyop silliness that discounts that people can actually think for
themselves? Tell me, Delphine, do you write this stuff yourself or is it given to
you to spew?

Orly

%

%

41 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

"Why do I feel like I am being hypmotised..."

Because you are.

Hypno 101... Repeat same message frequently from different sources (i.e.
different news stations) & it becomes accepted reality.

M.C. 1215
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2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

The message becomes full of hope, nearing ecclesiastical.

Here is another one, far more powerful..

https://rairfoundation.com/british-bishop-russia-is-the-last-obstacle-to-
the-one-world-government-video/

Gargolic

Then, they’ll own nothing. And we’ll all be happy.
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%

16 1

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago # $

"The self-respecting, self-governed survivors of The Great Cull of Ages will
own the world and be happy."

Repeat that enough until it sinks in. There is good reason for what might
seem to be madness. I'm trying to plant a seed of sanity into your mind.

Anyway, The WEF is one of several disinformation arms of our thing. Those
“Global Leaders” are puppets and when they are done carrying out their
mission, they will all be hung. 

At least you have me 'round here to tell you what's really going down...

 

Ophiuchus
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39 7 Reply"
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I just type whatever they tell me when I'm not doing porn shoots
BelleDelphine
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%

28 2

2 weeks ago # $

Ok gotta hand it to you, that was a great comeback.
.o0o.
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%
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2 weeks ago # $

Impressive for a fat, pimply geek in mommy's basement.
brunski60
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%
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Good little wh0re 
Millennial Falcon
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%
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that is the first bit of truth I have seen you say 
mcmackk
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%

2

2 weeks ago # $

I used to resemble your remark, but switched to animated porn - less
bouncing.

TiggrAndrews
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Dephine worries about China too much. As if the Chinese were able to
manage the precipitous resource scarcity and breakdown of globalism any
better than Biden or the rest of them. Xi thinks he'll be last man standing but
before it's over China will look like China did in 1936 with regional warlords
and Korea-Japan beating up on them.

lazycat1984
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%

9 1

2 weeks ago # $

Xi has his own problems due to the lockdowns. His biosuit thugs have
been beating people into submission. China is a despotic nightmare. 

Metrobank
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%
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Where can I get a list of WEF companies to boycott?
LGBFJB Community
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2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

OK, wow, they have sustaining members, lifetime members, patrons, all levels
of members, kinda like a Worldwide Chamber of Commerce for the shadow
rich.

https://www.weforum.org/partners#search

I DON'T see one of my favorite dividend paying BDCs - MAIN !

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL!

LGBFJB Community

%

%

1

2 weeks ago # $

Glad to see Costco ins't there .... yet.
daedon

%

%

1

2 weeks ago # $

Thanks for the link.  I notice Marriott Hotels is on the list but Hilton is not,
both Mastercard and Visa are on the list.  Hard to get by without one of
those.  Exxon is not on the list?

prettycdngirl
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%
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2 weeks ago # $

Yah - these people are everywhere!  I read a list a few weeks ago.  Nothing
shocks me anymore.  But, even I was shocked!  I didn't think it was this
vast, & on every level, even local. Sadly - it is. We've got our work cut out
for us.  Right now, we should be informing all the people in our orbit (that
isn't a rabid liberal)  about the ways of the World Economic Forum. 

4ladyfox
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%
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2 weeks ago # $

The question really should be, "Who isn't on the list??   
4ladyfox
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2 weeks ago # $

it used to be on their website. I wrote to PR at Carlsberg, asking her if she
knew what the WEF stood for. After her inane reply, I red pilled her and told

Juche Tony
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https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/weftweet.png?itok=y0nen150
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/8-predictions-for-the-world-in-2030/
https://vigilantcitizen.com/product/vc-membership/
https://www.patreon.com/vigilantcitizen
https://donorbox.org/vigilant-citizen
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knew what the WEF stood for. After her inane reply, I red pilled her and told
her I was boycotting the company.

I write back every 12 months to remind her of it.

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

True unless it’s video after video of what those folds are saying. 
rjk0279

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You belong on Twitter, not ZH.
Rack the Gypper
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%

6 27 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

It seems the articles are slowly becoming about what we hate. And there is no
other news.

Even 4 more years of Trump is intolerable. HE is as swampy as the rest of them!
Error why he could not drain the swamp. How many pussies have you grabbed on
unsuspecting women? I wonder how many women tolerated that from him. Other
than his three wives? My wife would slap me if "I GRABBED HER PUSSY".

 

These creatures have no respect for anyone or anything but themselves.

I guess this is how they slowly shove Davos down our throat.

Samael

%

%
34 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Really, the pussy grabbing still?!?  You have no distinct intellect and spout
covidiot statements with no regard for reality.  What? You're shocked that there
are gold diggers?  You can't fathom that a woman would use sex to get
something in return? The exact comment was "If you have enough money,
they'll LET you do anything, even grab them by the pussy"  See how reality is so
different than that cesspool you let CNN fill everyday.   Fucking doosh

Jozzie67
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%

14 2 Reply"
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The poor schmuk never understood "grabbing by the pussy" IS A
METAPHOR.

Looks like he never had enough confidence and swag to make women let
themselves be dominated sexually. When you reach a certain level of
confidence, you suddenly realize MOST women respond to that and want you
to posses them as sexual objects, therefore will let you "grab them by the
pussy". 

Kramerica Industries
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He himself, obviously, is a pussy.
Yeah-Right
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%
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Indeed.  My GF knew when I entered the bedroom that I was going to take
her the way I wanted to.

afriend4u2

%
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Time to get a new wife.

mc888

My wife would slap me if "I GRABBED HER PUSSY".
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time to get a girlfriend for the things wifey doesn't like
dead rush limbaugh
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I got a 9mm for my wife. 

I think, all in all, it was a great trade.

Reagansman
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You are weak if your wife slaps you....
dontcare

%

%

2 10 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

your wife never slapped me when i grabbed her pu$$y, then i hopped on
a hypersonic underground train down to MAR-LARGO, hook up with my boy &
say yo DON smell my finger we have a glass of Manischewitz toast the torah &
say that Samael really is a shumuck

nikkalicious
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%
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You do not understand women. Do not believe what they say - just watch what
they do. They respond positively to Trump's behaviour even if they do not realise
that they do or admit that they do. It's another part of the FUBAR society we live
in. No authenticity. Women have a place and respond positively to men who
know the hierarchy. The looney left hate this.

 

koperniuk666
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just watch how their nipples react to Trump. And if there is no change, hey at
least you ogled some boobs.

Juche Tony
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And yet here you are- reading it.

galacticwizard
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%
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I love dystopian science fiction so I find ZH greatly entertaining.  Reading another
angle on the news is also helpful.  

Speed-Racer
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Reading it also allows you to strengthen your resolve against the tyrants so when
they try too take you down you will be ready.

GreatUncle
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2 weeks ago # $

I love fear porn but the comments are the best…but prepare and plan accordingly. 
Praetorian1
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%
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ya these two articles today in particular

Retr0styl3z
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@ S.Parker: Yes. You are right and sum it up precise.

What amazes me, is when I realized back 23 years ago how cocked and untrue
and dishonest and immoral were the education I was receiving, my job prospects,
my military service or lack thereof, my vote or lack thereof, my finances, my lack of
self esteem, the crushing weight of insane scholastic and corporate demands,
watching people addicted to palm pilots one up each other with thier gadgets
turned into full on smellphone zombie nation... on and on and on. And the bad
news is that I realize day by day that this unveiling of insane stuff was inevitable
whether I thought about it or not over decades. And it's all happening faster and
faster.

Turns out, dispite my drunken near black out daily reset protocol where I never get
sick, I do experience vertigo from time to time watching just about every nutcase
theory come into living color reality in every way that has been imagined and some
that no one could have imagined.

This is a spiritual battle. God doesn't have depressed children the same way God
doesn't have hypocrites.

Also, this is such an astonishing and amazing time to be alive. I'm grateful for every
day to witness this... mess, knowing I have no control over it. Trying to keep a
sense of humor about it. And the comments are crucial.

There's nothing like the experience of remembering moments when the inner
conservative peeked out from the physical abuse, neglect, psychological abuse,
academic abuse, and comes out. Conservatives are tough. If you grew up around
enabled, entitled, liberal hypocrites it's like crawling out of a sewer.

Golden Showers
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For me, the ZH's comment section is a powerful remedy for depression.
No-Go zone
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The Projection  of A Madman...  But hell your all Crazy... So Why Not..

 

Dear President Putin .... Do you think I have long enough hair?

I Think it almost reaches where We Like It....

Maxamillia
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%
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Do you want fries with that?
TiborBarna
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%

5 1 Reply"
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The leaders talked and talked and talked. But nothing could stem the avalanche. Their
world crumbled. Cities exploded. A whirlwind of looting, a firestorm of fear.
Men began to feed on men. On the roads it was a white line nightmare. Only those
mobile enough to scavenge or brutal enough to pillage would survive. The gangs took
over the highways, ready to wage war for a tank of juice. And in this maelstrom of
decay, ordinary men were battered and smashed.

masondixon
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No Pizza Hut for me, they are pushing pedophilia and gender perversion instead of
making food.

Rack the Gypper
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The demented grin of this youth who looks like a rent boy on Epstein or Gates' farm -
gonna get laid but not paid.

What's the game?

It is a kaleidoscopic light show on a the wall of a cave, choreographed to elicit a
response from the audience; to keep our minds operating on a level of endorphins
and emotions and thus easier to control.
https://moneycircus.substack.com/p/eurasia-note-53-100-days-and-8-years

Moneycircus1
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Pizza Slut 
Chenz

%

%
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Pizza Slut!
Chenz
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No No    Jaba the Hut    That's  Borla  from Pfizer!     LOL   Iron Mountain   has  all  the
banking records from the  .gov  .edu . org  printed out of thin air  stocks...  and 
Farbon Craud  Warons...  Yup    BLK  pension and SS money from  US Japan, China,
to fund  the  drug dealing  eugenics cult.  

highwaytoserfdom
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Nosebergs...
Hugh G Rection
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I think the whole WEF this year was for bluff of power and intimidation. Another sign of
weakness. Major stupid thing to do.

Ms No
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Agreed.

Sun Tzu tactic. 

desertdog
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How are midterms going anyway? How is Canada? The world is very impressed by
the clever MAGA Sun Tzu tactic of waiting in your basement for the Commies to
arrest you

BelleDelphine
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What kind of dope thinks "the midterms" mean sweet FA?
mrdisagreeable
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26 1 Reply"
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Still a scary raft of psychopaths regardless of what comes to fruition.
end of the line
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Money isn't enough for them anymore, the ultimate power is to be able to control
humans like pets. However, they underestimate the concept of human free will.
Owning nothing, having no privacy, being forced to live stacked and racked in
smart cities...would get old really fast. People want what they can't have, it's
human nature. 

Tevo
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I don’t buy the WEF narrative either. There’s way too many powerful corporations that
stand to lose everything if all those agendas were to happen. I can’t see ‘big oil’ just
standing by while everyone is switched over 100% to inefficient solar and there aren’t
any more cars being driven.

King of Pentacles
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It depends where you live. I have a solar installation that covers 120% of my needs,
and it's on-grid. It costs me around USD5,000 ..amortized in 50 months. I will have
15 years of free energy during the next 20 years.

JCB1971
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A solar installation for $5000 ?

You live in a treehouse.

MazeMerized
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2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Close an empty container with ref and ac

 

here is a used kit for 2500 https://store.santansolar.com/product/2kw-panels-
with-lv2424-off-grid-inverter-charger-24v-230ah-storage-kit/

Samael
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Exactly!  I bought a 21 panel system and the materials alone cost $20k. 
Theoretically this will supply 110% of my annual usage for a 5 person family,
I'll let you know next year 

😁

Jozzie67
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our 200 m2 house uses about 4000 units a year. At Turkish prices it would
take 100 years to spend $20k on electricity. I think I'll pass, thanks.

Juche Tony
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The WEF uses money, but it's not driven by money, it's driven by demons that they
feed with our sorrows.

PrivetHedge
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I think the demons probably feed on hatred as well as misery, which is maybe
why Jesus tells us to love and rejoice ?

Ephesians2v5
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I think a lot of the heads of corporations go to these events to rub shoulders; they
also don't care about the environment or anything else more than their bottom line
and bonuses.  I think they see these WEF people as amusing and unrealistic but
also harmless.  The little people know better.

Sophia_Aurelius
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8 1 Reply"
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Its called "pay-to-play".  Every major corporation is getting sucked into it by
their owners Blackrock and Vanguard.

Daimon Maimas
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You forgot the priceless value of the virtue signal.  This motivates a LOT of
people to do very stupid things.

Sophia_Aurelius
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They will all be bought out for an insane amount of money. Print up as much
money as needed...get corporations and even airlines to fold...enough money that
it will amount to more than if they stayed in business for another fifty years. They'll
take it. Then you do a currency reset and screw everyone.

Tevo
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All those corporations have parent companies and there are only a few of those,
everything at the top is owned by the same families and has been for a long time.

dontcare
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That's a joy to read, coming from Ms No. I'm pleasantly surprised to see those 28
upvotes.

Ophiuchus
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38.  Get with it Gramps.
MazeMerized
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48  
Samael
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The elite freaks are looking very worried.  Check out the body language of the likes of
Fauci, Gates and even the super weirdo Klaus. They know that things are not going
well for them.  They can LARP all they want but too many people out here are awake
and pointing out their ridiculous ploys for world domination.  If they were winning, we
would know nothing about it.

Sophia_Aurelius
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Dude, the WEF and the ilk think that the Age of Aquarius is the enlightened age for
the “illumined”.  We just entered the new age. They want to cull the “useless eaters”
without delay.   
see Stanley Kubrick’s 2001 Space Odyssey.

These asshats are too deep into their own ideology.  If they blink now they hang.  Up
the fuc$ing pressure.

haileselassie
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They really are an evil Cabal - nothing like them has been seen on this Earth.

Their plan is to clinically murder billions by scaring the global population into taking lethal
injections and turn the survivors into their chip controlled slaves.

They may be insane as well - but they definitely fit the definition of Evil. 

 

Onthebeach6
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  Their goal , is to create as much mayhem as possible, so that picking up the pieces,
takes more time until they regain control again.

yn crx
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Create mayhem and make people beg for a solution.
centralohioguy
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%
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Mayhem usually implies the removal of a limb in an act of violence.  I think they
want controlled chaos at the plebian level but controlling chaos would be like trying
to control the tides...which  turns at will and has no master.

Huxley's Ghost
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 "Hegelian Dialectic: Problem, Reaction, Solution" Been used for thousands of
years now....

dontcare
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This is a job for Bond

James Bond

(The World Is Not Enough)

BEMUSED-CONFUSED
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%

10 1 Reply"
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Actually it is a job for the 100-million Americans with guns, if only they'd get off
their duffs.

Hoax Fatigue
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The third century Vatican might come pretty close...
Orly
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That crazy Pope?
yn crx
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They are the Illuminati.*

 

*I actually have no idea. When I read, evil cabal like has never been seen on this earth,
it was the first thought that popped into my head.

.o0o.
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I think you meant "pooped".
Reagansman
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The architects of the Beast system.

Icallputs
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I don't disagree with what you said.

The Global Power Elites are indeed insane and evil, but I'm more worried about my
neighbors who merrily went along with all the insanity and evil (because they probably
think it was all for the "good of society" ;-)

willisjr
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37 1 Reply"
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I think the sound wave is bluff to keep their ranks in line. People are getting scared of their
defeat. If it does ever get that far the earth will go into cataclysm. There is no point in a
reality without freewill for consciousness. It's literally the whole point. It wouldn't matter if
you believe there is one God or a sea of collective consciousness, or both creating this,
there would be no point.

Free will will always be the strongest force in this reality. It always has been and it always
will until the end.

Ms No
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That is why, as much as they would try, they will not go out with a bang but a
whimper.

A really lame whimper, too, like the soft mew of a kitten that wants you to get that
stupid pink feather on a fishing pole out of its face.

Orly
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Not a bluff, already being used. I've been 100% sure of it since 2018, Teledyne
satellites. My cats could hear and would try to find it's source. On humid days here,
the ringing will go up with the wind or rain, even if I'm indoors. Today, Marine Mafia
Weiss on IP. I cursed out another one in 2019 when he started showing up every time
I had a bank statement coming in the mail. His crooked Mafia cop buddy, named
Benfield had a heart attack soon after that. Probably because I told him I knew they
were connected. Mafia Cop Benfield was probably listening in real time. 

daveO
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Sounds like the WEF want to turn the survivors into the Borg collective.
Onthebeach6
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%
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As long as my regeneration alcove is next to Seven of Nine's.

-Old nerd.

brunski60
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NEEEEEEEEERD!!!!
Pizza the Hutt
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%
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ZH is posting Vigilant Citizen..

😶🤯

My brain is exploding. I feel like we've crossed over some sort of threshold.

tion
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%
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Would upvote a thousand times if I could. 

That is EXACTLY the response on had. There should really be no intersection
between ZH and VC.

However... Vigilant Citizen is an excellent resource for all things obscure and
symbolic.  They also have a sister site, vigilant links. Worthwhile as well. 

/everything you wanted to know about Beta Kitten Programming but were afraid to
ask.

KyttenX
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Every single person from The World Economic Forum can FUKK OFF.
You Can All FK Off
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Any business that attends the WEF should be boycotted . 

These are evil control freaks disguised as good Samaritans. 

We already  have enough world bodies with elected people .

We don't need a clique of goose steppers trying to shove their agenda down peoples
thriats .  

Soloamber

%

%

3 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Look here to see who they are, they are kind of hard to boycott! Much easier to
remove them from earth. https://rumble.com/vn7lf5-monopoly-who-owns-the-
world-must-see.html

FIAT CON

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

We have the names...
Ofelas

%

%

30 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The fact that they are genociding most humans is an indicator that we should take what
they say very seriously.  

It is also clear that they expect not to answer for their crimes against humanity due to their
control of supposedly democratically elected governments - governments which Klaus
admits publicly that he controls.

Onthebeach6

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Onthebeach - Yes. The few times I saw Klaus Schwab smile is when he said "vee
have phenetrated zee capitohls." 

Raging Debate

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Yeah, the WEF talks as if their bio/techno gulag is desirable and a foregone
conclusion.

But their plans are a disgusting insult to humanity, so they won't be tolerated.  

Their doom is baked into the cake.

Untermenchen

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The problem is if it’s baked into a mushroom cloud…
SeuMadruga

%

%

29 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Everything these people talk about and propose, everything they act on is terrorism...full
stop, there is no excuse, there is no argument of good will...these people have set out as
their goal to depopulate the earth of billions of people quickly and enslave the survivors
and they are acting on it everyday... And anyone, from your city council to your sheriff, to
the US congress, SCOTUS or the Whitehouse and military that has colluded with this
demonic trash  at any real level is guilty of terrorism against the US and treason as well as
sedition.

Castor gordo el tercero

%

%

23 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

There is literally a company selling a liquid food product as a meal replacement and the
brand name is....

Soylent.

You cannot make this shit up people. They are going for broke and only force will stop
them.

permittedspeech

%

%

4 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I used to get that stuff for free. It gave me the squirts. It's basically liquid soya and
compressed oil as a binder for the sweetener. 

Habooby

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

They even sell it in green...
Monero Maximalist

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

SoyLent.il©®(K)

GoyLent.il©®(K)

How about them Lentils (lent.il)?

😉

TAALR Swift

%

%

3 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

But does it have electrolytes?
TBT or not TBT

%

%

21 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

You'll stick an icepick in an elite's ear.

And you'll be happy. 

strych10

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It's just Basic Instinct.
Onthebeach6

%

%

3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago # $

double taps, no time for torture, gotta move on to the next one

BlackFlagUp

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You owe it to yourself to slow down and make the time now and again. Otherwise it
becomes like work and takes the joy out of the whole thing. 

 

markovchainey

%

%

Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago # $

To me it will be like a job, something that just has to be done so the sooner I can
finish it the better.  I will even volunteer for overtime, this will be one job I am
willing to work myself to death on.

BlackFlagUp

%

%

21 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The creepiest thing about the WEF are the attendees. If you had every Bond villain mate
with each other and produce a series of illegitimate love-children that were then
conditioned into a life of pedophilia, and then dressed them up for Halloween you might
come close to an accurate representation.

AusCon

%

%

21 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The own everything and they are miserable.
Peter Pan

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Wow, that is an incredible angle that I hadn’t thought of! Thank you! 
King of Pentacles

%

%

21 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

it is 2030. you have no pennus, no vargana.

you are both man and womynx.

you have never been more happier.

the wite people are all gone.

love and wonderment,
klaus

wilsonEdwards

%

%

10 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

IF YOU OWN NOTHING, SOMEONE ELSE OWNS EVERYTHING.
MrBoompi

%

%

19 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

"Upon reviewing this list, two common themes become obvious. The first theme is
“penetration”. The WEF wants to penetrate governments using “Global Leaders” (aka
Manchurian candidates). It also wants to penetrate our bodies through pills, microchips,
and vaccines. It also wants to penetrate our minds using soundwaves, censorship, and
propaganda."

 

You forgot that they penetrate little kids.

Kartolas

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

We need to start penetrating them, pitch forks and rakes will do.
FIAT CON

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

High powered ammo from a long distance. Make them afraid to go outside.
FreedomWriter

%

%

19 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

These people are insane and they are very powerful. Scary stuff dude.
kikrlbs

%

%

11 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

only because people cower to them and grant them 'power'
liberty2day

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Looky here, with this much power and wealth they can buy politicians with their
couch change! https://rumble.com/vn7lf5-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-must-
see.html

FIAT CON

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

the stupid politians like Biden, Fidel tredeau, vdL who think they have a 1st class
ticket (on the Titanic)

Ofelas

%

%

15 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The WEF 'Great Reset' will happen. It will (ultimately) be a failure, but it will break so many
of our social, cultural and moral constructs along the way that it will take the western
civilised world at least a hundred years to recover.

I used to think that a New World Order had no chance of success. But then I realised that
America has the largest private army in the world (some 300 million armed citizens) and yet
they suffer poison jabs, lockdowns, insane inflation, imbecilic 'authorities' and do
absolutely nothing about it.

Almost all other nations have been disarmed, and now we (and I include myself) sit behind
our keyboards and whine to each other. So yes, we're f*cked.

Rumple4skin

%

%

5 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I think humans have only to understand their limitations.

If things get too easy we get leazy.

If we have too much success we get arrogant.

If we get too much power we get to suffer from a God syndrome.

Etc.

So we just have to prevent those things from happening.

To me the first step would be to dismantle big goverments, multinationals, companies
etc.

That would be a good start and cap the impact sociopaths, narcists and psycopaths
can have.

Yes it would mean a life that is probably with some or a lot less modern and luxery
stuff.

But if we realize it will make us way more happy and is needed for a better
sustainable world I see no problem.

The biggest problem is what is needed to get this change started, well we are at
the dawn of big problems one way or the other so bring it on.

Know shit

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Have you been attending WEF meetings?
MazeMerized

%

%

15 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

So basically, Gen Jack D Ripper was right.

The communists are trying to sap our life’s essence through our bodily fluids.

Mark down Dr Strangelove as a documentary, not fiction..

Cardinal Fang

%

%

14 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

2banana's Law.

Conservatives are more than happy to live under the same laws and taxes they want for
everyone else.

Democrat marxists expect to be exempted from the same laws and taxes they want for
everyone else.

2banana

%

%

13 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Females and Homosexuals like to be penetrated. The rest of us. Not so much. 
 

FU WEF. 

Seasmoke-

%

%

10 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Your farts will make no noise 

And you'll be happy 

Pizza the Hutt

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Dude! TMI!
toady

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Silent farts have always been a winner. There's nothing more amusing than a
stealth attack on a few unsuspecting individuals, especially in a lift!

Bollockinell

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I've got just the thing long (range) penetration.
TAALR Swift

%

%

12 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Im going to refuse to participate, I refuse to give up my property and my way of life and I
reject their plans for me.

At some point, they will get violent on the remaining holdouts. You will be faced with going
along or dying. They will come for your property and your freedom. That will be the
moment of truth. You'll either hand it over or die free.

Brushy

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

There's advantage to be gained by not bringing attention to yourself, blabbing your
plans all over the internet. Those that boast about their guns, their boating accidents
are just painting a huge target on themselves.

Savvy

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Theres also an advantage to be gained in asserting your right to live free. In not
being afraid to speak up, and in motivating like minded people by letting them
know they are not alone.

In the end, if you value freedom, property, and autonomy, you're going to be a
target

Brushy

%

%

1 4 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

There's a difference between asserting your rights and blabbing.
Savvy

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

I assert the right to blab.

 I refuse to live in fear like a coward. You do you, and Ill do me.

Brushy

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Yours is the way of the compliant loser.
RockyR

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

"In not being afraid to speak up, and in motivating like minded people by letting
them know they are not alone."

This is TRUE and its value is immeasurable.

If you believe in Freedom and don't think your words, actions, affiliations,
lifestyle or posts over the last 3-5 years have ALREADY gotten you on a list -
you're a fool...

Insufficient Funds

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Nah bruh, what they're going to use is weather manipulation to make areas outside
the Smart Cities unlivable. Add to that...there will be no services. No banks, no Post
office, no supermarkets, no schools, no Amazon deliveries, etc. You will be
completely on your own. There's no utility company to provide you with electricity or
water or heat. Eventually, no matter how self sufficient you are, you will reach a
breaking point. Without a chip, you have no access to money either.

Tevo

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Money's just someone's IOU.  Anyone can make it.  Would you prefer an IOU from
your neighbour who believes in liberty and integrity, or an IOU from a bank whose
executives are the pseudo-intellectual types who go to Davos?

Edit: Or you can use commodity money.

striped-pad

%

%

12 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Schwab admits that he's installed WEF lackeys in most Western governments, and their
synchronicity in dismantling liberty and constant use of Schwabian buzzwords make it
obvious they are marionettes dancing from the same demented maestro's
songbook. That makes people like Ardern, Trudeau, Macron and countless other politicians
literal traitors.

For many years now, relentless propaganda has feted police and military as 'heroes.'
They've eagerly basked in it, too, but maybe it's time they actually earned that title? We,
the people need to pressure them to deal with these people once and for all. They control
the Western world's intelligence and enforcement organs, so they could definitely
coordinate the arrest and very public trial of every last one of these traitors to God and
humanity. Send in Delta and the 75th Ranger Regiment to round them up. 

Most wide-awake citizens would prefer to see them executed, but I'd settle for making
them redistribute every ill-gotten penny of their assets (they'll own nothing) before
forcing them to break big rocks into little ones 14 hours a day, 7 days a week (and they'll
be miserable!) A Bible and a copy of the Bill of Rights for their reading pleasure, as a
gesture of goodwill.

Malleus Maleficarum

%

%

3 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Don't hold your breath
Right.of.stareoS

%

%

12 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Eating bugs didn't make the list?
JOE_DUNFORD

%

%

11 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I currently own the last iPhone I will ever buy. I do not visit doctors or listen to mainstream
news. I believe there are many like me and we will be the discontents living outside of
some bizarre dystopian society of interconnected city dwellers who are brainwashed to
believe they are superior because of their compliance. What they don't understand is that
we also feel connected to like-minded people. We are armed and we love our families and
our way of life.

qfactor007

%

%

5 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Same here…more of us than they think 
SmoothOpSF

%

%

3 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

WAY more...
Insufficient Funds

%

%

11 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Very good article until we come to the end. The proposed solutions are non-starters
because, with a few minor exceptions, they have successfully captured the election
systems using fraud to ensure their guy always gets to win. They also have the police and
military on their payroll. And now they are busy with multiple acts of genocide to thin out
any potential resistance to their agenda.

We are at war, only this one is unlike any humanity has ever known and most are totally
unconscious of it so they are literally sleepwalking into their graves. A perfect example was
the Covid vaccines however, that was just the hors d'oeuvres...

Bollockinell

%

%

10 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

"Sometimes, you just have to shoot some folks."
lakecity55

%

%

10 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The greatest hoax they have already pulled off is convincing people they are sick without
having symptoms...and should lockdown at will...

Christianman

%

%

10 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

And here I thought we were done with globe seeking Nazi krauts . 

Nope , the goose steppers are showing up in Davos with  their Globalist master planners

and population control freaks .  

Fascists/ Marxists eventually order the murder of millions of people .  

It's all about power . They hate democracy , it's a barrier to be crushed .  

Soloamber

%

%

9 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The WEF. They’re just a bunch of inbred Eurotrash billionaire weirdos with megalomania.
They make Dr. Evil look like Ned Flanders in comparison. 

Fishtowner

%

%

9 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

#2 “Smartphones will be in your body by 2030” ---  That prediction will definitely come
true, as smartphones will be inserted deeply in the rear end of every Davos Man by
revolting peasants.

someone99

%

%

9 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

“outside the city live swathes of discontents, the ultimate vision of a society split in two.”
 

See you all outside the city.  Rather be a discontent living off the land than a prisoner of the
w e f. 

Herewardthewake

%

%

2 weeks ago # $striped-pad
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Reply"

A Terminus, waiting to grow into the vacuum left by the decaying empire.

%

%

9 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

The really shitty thing is that I can see all of this happening in major metropolitan markets.
All they gotta do is get the next Kardashian/Pitt to be an "influencer" for them and all the
consumers will buy in...

toady

%

%

9 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I have a mullet,  I've had a mullet for years 

Recently I've seen a few hipster morons sporting them 

Is nothing sacred?

 

Pizza the Hutt

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It's a sign! You know who else sported a mullet? Jeff Fahey...

That's right...The Lawnmower Man...

https://www.starstills.com/ss2247557-jeff-fahey-the-lawnmower-man-movie-photo/

Orly
%

%

5 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Mines better,   that guys an amateur 
Pizza the Hutt

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Without the neckbeard, being a hipster is meaningless.
brunski60

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

One particular dufus was wearing skinny jeans and a cardigan as he climbed into
his fiat 

With a mullet 

You can spot a new mullet, its barely a mullet 

You can spot a hipster , they're barely human 

Pizza the Hutt

%

%

11 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Why do I fell relief that I have no idea what y'all are talking about?
Orly

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Who is protecting your ass when your head is in the ground?
FIAT CON

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

'Feel', but yes, it is relief.

I don't get the references to movies and TV cause I don't absorb that stuff.
Enjoy the bliss.

MazeMerized

%

%

8 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The "pandemic" really exposed these psychopaths and their insane ideologies. Then again,
maybe it's just me who finally opened my eyes to see it.

GoodyGumdrops

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Right. The "pandemic" introduced by the WHO, the same outfit that Biden and Boris
Johnson now want to award with power over global health matters with the power to
punish any country who fails to comply with its mandates.

And who will be working the puppet strings of WHO?

smacker

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You are correct although many of us have seen this for quite a while.  And as
individuals we are powerless to do anything about it.

_0000_

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Better known as FASCISM.

smacker

"In the 2010 WEF report titled “Global Redesign”, Schwab postulates that a
globalized world is best managed by a “self-selected coalition of multinational
corporations, governments (including through the UN system), and select civil
society organizations (CSOs)”. This is the exact opposite of a democracy."

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The most terrifying force of death comes from the hands of Men who wanted to be left
Alone. They try, so very hard, to mind their own business and provide for themselves and
those they love. They resist every impulse to fight back, knowing the forced and permanent
change of life that will come from it. They know that the moment they fight back, their lives
as they have lived them, are over. The moment the Men who wanted to be left alone are
forced to fight back, it is a form of suicide. They are literally killing off who they used to be.
Which is why, when forced to take up violence, these Men who wanted to be left alone,
fight with unholy vengeance against those who murdered their former lives. They fight with
raw hate, and a drive that cannot be fathomed by those who are merely play-acting at
politics and terror. TRUE TERROR will arrive at these people’s door, and they will cry,
scream, and beg for mercy… but it will fall upon the deaf ears of the Men who just wanted
to be left alone.

theendofish

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Amen
Brushy

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Great words, but I'm about sick of reading them.

We have been and are being consistently poked and slapped by these bastards, yet
we all just want to be left alone. And here we sit, abused and writing strongly-worded
posts.

Waiting, waiting, waiting...

Insufficient Funds

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Can we please refrain from calling these people "elites" or being "elitists"? It just infers
unnecessarily that their persona has some sort of elevated status. The truth is their shit
stinks just like everyone else's and they also put pants on one leg at a time. We are the
ones who give them credibility and their time of day. If the 99% would simply say "no
more" and rejected the 1% and their demands, their influence and their manipulation at
every opportunity, their status would simply wither away, and they'd probably cripple
mentally. Being the narcissists that the majority of them are. 

Instead of pretending they are "elite", why not just label them as "shit disturbers" of the
highest order? Technically, the majority of them are criminals anyway. They control the law
and the politics, which is why they can go about their business without checks and
balances. 

Ignore the WEF, ignore the WHO. Mute all these bastards. Don't give them the time of day.
What they hate the most is being ignored by the masses. What they hate is seeing people
happy and living peacefully. What they hate is truly individualism and independence. They
hate grassroots efforts to govern a community within the confinements of the laws passed
only by that community. 

Strengthen those in your community who swore to uphold your laws and who are willing to
fight the takeover by globalists. Shun those who are plants by the WEF or some other
universal control body and push those goals. If the takeover has gone too far and their
reaches are too deep, then pitchforks and ropes are in order. Make known that the welfare
of your community is disturbed by globalist's interests and that those in your town, who
push for those interests are directly responsible for higher costs and less supplies. 

Taking back the country can only be accomplished by taking back one town, one county,
one state at a time.

walküre

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It's called Corporate Feudalism.

The Corporations own everything, and the rich own the corporations and by own
everything that includes you serf, obey or be forced to starve on the streets in public view,
if anyone helps you they join you and you and your children are all required to subject
yourselves to the abuse of the corporate psychopaths in charge.

They honestly think we are stupid enough to buy into their drivel, inbred thinking and
nepotism, they only listen in to the elite circle jerks and the empty compliments of their
servants and corporate main stream media telling them what ever they want to hear to
keep the advertising dollars flowing.

They lost, what do you expect from the inbred nepotism of the elite.

rtb61

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Their monkeysphere is different than ours. It's louder, flashier and is more expensive
to maintain but it is still a monkeysphere.

Orly

%

%

5 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

They honestly think we are stupid enough to buy into their drivel, from what I see
most people are.

PerilouseTimes

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

To "keep advertising flowing"

They own the MSM and all of the companies that advertise.

 They own everything, the banks, the FED, all big pharma, big oil, big insurance, big
airlines, all big food the MIC,

 All the MSM and the advertising is just to brain wash all of us.

See it here....https://rumble.com/vn7lf5-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-must-
see.html

FIAT CON

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Wihout digitization the tyranny would not function so tightly.
uhland62

%

%

8 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

McFuckers
Rashomon

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The WEF releases these sick videos because they have to warn us about what they'll do
first.  Then, if we don't stop them, it's consent.

Dark Magick rules for Satanic creeps.

bookofenoch

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It is indeed Satanic, and too few people comprehend this.   It's not a religious thing to
mention Satan in this context, it's real and it's obvious.   It's the Supreme negative
force and it's anti-human, and it's now all pervasive, it's everywhere like a virus.   

The programming by sound waves mentioned in the article......those are Satanic
frequencies.   I've been mentioning Satanic frequencies and mind control for the past
2 years, but here again, too few people can comprehend the reality of it.  But it's real,
very.

WhatWhat

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Every member and graduate of the WEF should be arrested and held indefinitely in prison.

They are the feet on the ground doing the bid of their satanic elite.

Thutmosess

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

WE THE PEOPLE need to act.  WE THE PEOPLE have the power to do so (for now)
_0000_

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Democrats and WEF  ARE Kali

It is impossible for a gun,, to do violence

that is the sole maximal behavior of ALL Democrats, violently destroy that which they can
not create or build

Democrats ARE Kali manifest, the “destroyer of worlds” , children killers

Inexsis

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

And I thought that the era of dictators is gone! Well I be doggone! These folks sound worse
than Hitler or Stalin combined….

patrickhenry61

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

True, the WEF/Davos terrorists want to usurp and overthrow all democratic
governments and take control of global governance via their unelected agencies
mostly reporting to the unelected UN. WHO etc.

There is no democratic debate or approval for any of this.

smacker

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Only narcissistic psychopaths could dream up, much less, aspire to this idiocy.
Shifter_X

%

%

7 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It may be creepy, but it's coming. It will split society into those participating and those not.
Those of us that are not will be persecuted by those that are and we'll have to help each
other to make it through. It will be a long 3 1/2 years to get through,  but we will. Then
those of society that took the phone or chip into their body will be eradicated along with
their leaders. We are living the book of Revelation. If you haven't read it lately or never
have, now is the time. We have some difficult times to get through. Knowing your enemy
and that he IS your enemy is a good place to start. This is what every prepper has been
getting ready for. But even the preppers will need each other. Hold on, it's going to be one
hell of a ride.

bluewater22000

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The thing is, you either abide by their system of control, or you're no longer living.
 There's no middle ground and I don't believe there's a way through.  
 

The way things stand right now, you can be tracked to any place on the planet.  And
they're working on methods to be able to do this without their systems. (Ie fakebook
which had declared just that)

WatchfulOne

%

%

3 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Oh there is a way alright...all you have to do is read the Declaration for our
authority to do it.

 

iThumbUser

%

%

5 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Exactly,

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or
to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such
principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness."

Most are ignorant of these words and that the Declaration of Independence is
our first founding document.

ThomasChase1776

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It needs to be formally read out loud at every Fourth Of July community
celebration: on the loudspeaker before anyone can see the fireworks!

Faeriedust

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Chemistry, machining, combat, gardening, canning are all going to become invaluable
skills very soon. My advice to everyone who intends to resist is to learn them all.

bigheadnick

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You forgot basic medicine, construction, and textile production -- unless you want
to freeze and die of pneumonia outside of the tropical zones.

Faeriedust

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Good point, those were just the top of my head. 
bigheadnick

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You need money to survive in the modern world.

If I ever get sent to a death camp, I will spit the executioner.

 

Right.of.stareoS

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

If you make it to the executioner still alive, you did something wrong.
ThomasChase1776

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You don't inherently need money - you need goods and services.  Money is just an
extremely useful technology to make trading more efficient.  You can use
commodities or write IOUs (or set up your own bank which writes IOUs) and remain
solvent.

striped-pad

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I hate that picture of that smiling cuck dude. Please stop posting it. Thank you.
Al Capone

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

when I see that picture, all I think about is "today that image could be 100% AI
generated."

AI can generate that image.

AI can generate a lot of effects.

now the question is from 0-100%, what can AI generate?

it is no longer 0%. is it 100%? if not 100%, then what %?

and if AI can "generate" an effect then what is the rate that it is advancing?

 

absent morality, and subordinate to morality, on a rational basis, AI is the only thing
we should be talking about.

drivel_news

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I understand this statement and I have further rationalized this, to myself, and told
myself that it can only be an imitation of nature and life.

ponchoramic

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I would reassess your understanding of AI again.

I believe your assumption is horribly, horribly, fatally flawed.

(there are hidden worlds -- or a hidden reality)

drivel_news

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

They fail to mention what Earth's target population will be in 2030, or that the ones who
'are not happy' with owning nothing will be turned into worm food.  

MrBoompi

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Harden your hearts gentlemen. The unthinkable is being thrust upon us.
A Lunatic

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Your rifle is only a tool. It is a hard heart that kills.
Gadbous

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You cannot vote out those who were never voted in.

Your votes are meaningless in a government they have "penetrated".

Their power's wellspring is debt-based currency.  This is the means of "penetration".  They
simply monopolize monetary creation and use that power to selectively fund candidates,
parties, and demonization campaigns against, and or murder of, the disobedient.

If you cannot end debt based currency, then you must end the penetrated governments. 
Otherwise those governments will reject any legitimately elected candidate not compliant
with the totalitarian agenda.  While the government may sign the paycheck, it is the debt-
based currency they own which is used to make the payments.  And bureaucrats who
retain their sense of civic responsibility despite the temptations offered them will be
eliminated by the electioneered "democratic" officials.

If you are even remotely aware of your surroundings you know this "penetration" happened
in previous decades.

So, either the currency, or government, or both, must go.

gcjohns1971

With all of that being said, how can we counteract the WEF’s insanity? How can we
vote them out if they were never voted in? A first step would be to elect – at all
levels of government – representatives that want nothing to do with the WEF. If our
elected officials treated the WEF as the rogue, illegitimate organization that it is, its
influence would be greatly reduced.

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Both 
RockyR

%

%

2 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago # $

Both. 

snatchpounder

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

penetration? yes, everyone is taking it up the wazoo  hard, real hard.
znot-locker

%

%

7 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Klaus Schwab is a loud mouthed braggart, If his view of success is having penetrated the
mind of the Idiot Justin Trudeau, then he is an idiot too

If they think they can subjugate the free peoples of western nations without bloodshed,
then they are nowhere near as intelligent as they would like us to think they are 

The Jan 6ers, the Canadian Truckers, that was only a polite response to perceived assaults
on our freedoms, wait until the majority catches on to the game, nothing get peoples
attention better than high gas, energy and food prices, runaway inflation and cost of living.

Eventually a majority of people will get wise to their divide and conquer tactics and that's
when the Sh*tshow starts. It begins with massive protests growing larger and as they are
countered by law enforcement eventually the protests become violent, the people will take
up arms, blood will flow, the politicians will mobilize their militias, many will sacrifice
themselves fighting for freedom, and that's where it ends, no military in history has ever
wiped out their own people, then begins the great cleansing, there will be no safe haven
anywhere in the world for the architects of this attempted coup of western civilization.

They forgot who we are, We are the descendants of pioneers, explorers, inventors,
entrepreneurs, which gave rise to the most productive and inventive societies in the history
of mankind, this still exists within us, Klaus Schwab is a kinder gentler version of Hitler, his
days are numbered    

Craven Moorehead

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Just remember all the people driving alone in their cars with masks on....
Brushy

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

I notice a lot of ugly people have decided to keep doing the mask thing.

They are alone in their cars trying to figure out who to blame for the cost of
operating it, eventually most will come to a proper conclusion and direct their hate
at the appropriate targets, after all we are the hate culture now, won't be long when
it turns to rage, when 2 generations of young people realize they have been lied to
their whole lives

Craven Moorehead

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

He's a Hitler wannbe....
Hotair

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

We were those people.  Now the Kardashians are wildly popular.  Oh and they're well
aware there will be blood, to the tune of billions dead.  They're fine with it. 

Dubya_B

%

%

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

There is only one way to deny these assholes the future they seek.   It's not as gratifying as
imagining some heroic battle or a bloody rampage where we exterminate these idiots.  

Autonomy and Self sufficiency is the only way to defeat these people.   We must recapture
our ability to feed, provide clothing, heat, and treat ourselves with medicine.   

An emphasis on self sufficiency at the household level removes almost all of their leverage
over us.  It's not as difficult as one thinks.   Any home with a 1/4 acre lot is capable of
providing 80% of what a family needs.   Super localized infrastructures of supply, as
existed in earlier historical periods can cover the shortfalls that the homestead can't
provide.  

Their power comes from our reliance on supply infrastructure.   Removing that dependence

LongarmJohn
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7 2 Reply"

Their power comes from our reliance on supply infrastructure.   Removing that dependence
is the only way we survive.   Suburban homesteading is the weapon we need.   

People don't want to hear that, but I've spent a ton of time thinking on this and as far as I
can tell that is the only path forward.  

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Agree that that is one VERY powerful weapon in our arsenal...
Insufficient Funds

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Not needing a damn thing from people is the surest way of ensuring they have little
power over you.    Not real sure what the down voting idiots disagree with here as
this seems like entry level common sense.   Lol

LongarmJohn

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Have all the (((Tribe))) names been changed to Scottish McNames?

Or are they just front men (Day Walkers)?

What gives?

TAALR Swift
%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

McNuggets?
glenlloyd

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

McWindChimes
FreedomWriter

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Sorry, I don't have a McFuckin' idea. 

😝

Bollockinell

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

All this time we thought it was the Amish. Turns out it was the sneaky Scottish
bastards!

markovchainey

%

%

7 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

And he will make sure that everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, will
have a mark on their right hand or on their forehead, and that no one will be able to buy or
sell, except the one who has this mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name. Here is wisdom. Whoever has a mind, count the number of the beast, for this is the
number of a man; his number is six hundred sixty-six” (Revelation 13:14-18).

This is the almost verbatim program of the World Economic Forum. It is not surprising that
Putin has distanced himself from these evil sectarians, the servants of the Antichrist.

Baba Yaga 1

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Bunch of FREAKS at the WEF, straight up. Disgusting WEIRDOS. Misfits. Yuck. 
AimeeZH

%

%

7 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Putin’s kickin their ass… I know on some level Putin is part of the club, but honestly he
pissed em off, a lot of this stuff while true is a bluff.. there are no super powers, people are
at an all time high skepticism all the millennials I know are awoke, it’s just the fight hasn’t
quite turned against them fully yet but it’s coming these people are gonna have to go

BurnTheReichstag

%

%

13 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Putin attended Klaus's "Young Global Leaders" course but he may have done that
simply as an intelligence gathering operation. There certainly seems to have been
some sort of falling out in the last few years when Putin stopped believing in the WEF
NWO - perhaps he realised that Russia was going to be targetted as part of the global
"Reset" when Cabal actions in Ukraine were ramped up.

It could also just be that parts of the Cabal are fighting over the scraps of civilisation.

Onthebeach6

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

That is a definite possibility. He's certainly no dummy.
end of the line

%

%

7 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Putin is 100% correct . The globalists and the WEF agenda  is designed to take
him out . 

Soloamber

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Ot shall we say, all that disagree with their agenda?
end of the line

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Putin once said. If Russia goes down it will be with them on their feet, not on
their knees! 

FIAT CON

%

%

1 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

When victory looks assured, the team starts arguing over who gets to play
quarterback.

Cheap Chinese Crap

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Welcome my son
Welcome to the machine
Where have you been?
It's alright we know where you've been 

( because your clothes are electronic tracking devices , by the way , bleach out those
skidmarks scro)

 

Pizza the Hutt

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Ewww...
Orly

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Pink Floyd was doing Snyder one better before he was even born.
brunski60

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Ted Kaczynski for president in 2024!
RatThot

%

%

6 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The Wokies are trying to drag society back 500 years to prior to the 1st Reformation - to
feudal times. WEF Davos a thousand years - "You'll own nothing but you will be happy" -
destruction of property rights - ie back 1000 years to prior to the Magna Carta. That's the
"Oldest and Darkest Forces of the Past". A new Dark Age.

moiaussi

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

They aren't looking for consent.
Democratic Koolaid111

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Consents for women and Gay Republican senatorial aides!

Real men fight the power! Right all you Libertarian Macho Men!

Maghreb2

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

This is the reason we have a second amendment.
ThomasChase1776

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

A down vote isn't an argument, PUTZ!
ThomasChase1776

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

These people are ghouls they must be put down like rabid animals for the good of the
world.  People need to wake up before it's too late, protect our second amendment. 
This is why they want to take guns away from the people.

Demystified

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Exactly.

The only reason the government corporation wants to disarm the people, is because
they are planning to do something, or have already done something (the jab), that will
make We the People want to shoot them.

ThomasChase1776

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

A down vote isn't an argument, PUTZ.
ThomasChase1776

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Davos man is the useless eater.

Something that strikes me often is that the U.S.A. has a frontman like FJB. Idiocracy is real
and it lives in the 21st century western political class. Trudope and Macaroni are two more
idiots.

ponchoramic

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Inflation crisis: planned

Supply chain "issues:"  planned

Energy crisis: planned

Fuel prices up dramatically: planned

Food prices and shortages: planned

Pandemic to be used as an excuse: planned

War to be used as an excuse: planned

Now you think about where in the Hell this is all going...what the end game is.  One thing is
for sure, things aren't going back to "how they were"

Wild Bill Steamcock 2.0

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The one really great thing about all this is we White Hats now know who and what the
enemy is.  Until now, we did not.  

We have smoked them out or they have smoked themselves out due to desperation and
being in a hurry.  

All this Woke stuff being thrown at us daily, i.e., Pride Month, is to keep us "out of step"
and sidetracked so we can't organize or mobilize against what they are doing.  

Lord Raglan

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I hate to say this.  80% of the population will love this BS.  The Milgram experiment and the
Asch conformity experiment make it clear that people have been trained to obey authority
and to conform to their peer group.

I am part of the other 20%.  The incorrigible.  The non-conformist.

When I attended univ in the mid 90s in Shitattle, tattoos and strange body piercings were
all the rage.  I remember thinking, if they want to be different why do they all end up looking
the same? 

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0

Upon reviewing this list, two common themes become obvious. The first theme is
“penetration”. The WEF wants to penetrate governments using “Global Leaders”
(aka Manchurian candidates). It also wants to penetrate our bodies through pills,
microchips, and vaccines. It also wants to penetrate our minds using soundwaves,
censorship, and propaganda.

The other theme is “control”. They want to control what we think, where we go,
what we say, what we eat, and what we wear.

Do you know who agrees with the WEF? China. 

%

%

3 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

"if they want to be different why do they all end up looking the same?"

Because their stimulus driven pea brains are only capable of recognizing 'different' if
that was a choice promoted by mass media or some banker-driven subculture. The
multiple piercings, fluorescent hair and tattoos are just another brand of the same
limp dick conformity the 'alternative' types complain about the normies over.

A. Magnus

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It just hit me. What if the whole point of lockdowns was to simulate what the world would
be like if a vast majority of the population was dead? Dead people = healthier planet?

rejectnumbskull

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

There was a depop event in the 1800's that has been hidden from us. 

They know what they are doing. 

desertdog

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Please elaborate and provide a link if you have one
scribe1

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It was called the Civil War and the wrong side won...mistakes were made. Not
the next time!

iThumbUser

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

WWI also. 
scribe1

%

%

2 weeks ago # $

that was 1900's
iThumbUser

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Mudflood. War would be the cover story.

Also 'Reconstruction' would have hid the obvious erosion.

Scornd

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Search mud flood, orphan trains and empty cities. 
desertdog

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Well THERE'S 10 minutes I'll never get back...
Insufficient Funds

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Dead people = more Biden votes
captain noob

%

%

2 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Dead or defacto imprisoned -- no travel, all behavior controlled and regulated, masks
for depersonalization ...

Known Fact

%

%

6 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago # $

The so called 'elites' are a collection of psychopaths and sociopaths bent on controlling
people and stripping them of their individuality. Think for the good of the collective because
that's all that matters. You peons will eat bugs and endure blackouts and rolling blackouts
while getting forcefully 'vaccinated' against viruses the so called 'elites' release on
purpose. There's always a 'war' that must be fought, the 'war on drugs', 'poverty','climate
change' etc. and they're all the same they're  wars on individuality. 

A final solution to the .00001% of satanic freaks that control everything must be devised
and implemented. I leave it to the readers imagination as to how to deal with these sons
and daughters of Satan. 

snatchpounder

%

%

6 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

Don't be a dope, the answer is rope.

Geoff-Durdan

With all of that being said, how can we counteract the WEF’s insanity? How can we
vote them out if they were never voted in? A first step would be to elect – at all
levels of government – representatives that want nothing to do with the WEF. If our
elected officials treated the WEF as the rogue, illegitimate organization that it is, its
influence would be greatly reduced.

Second, we can boycott every company that is part of the WEF. I realize this is
easier said than done because many of these companies are virtual monopolies.
However, if we stop giving them our money, they’ll stop using our money to poison
our lives.

 

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Exactly what I thought.  A third and more effective option would be to exterminate the
lot of them.

Dubya_B

%

%

6 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

  Yen was looking at one of those Tesla Plaid model-s cars.

The fit and finish is so juvenile.

 I drove one. Insanely fast, like golf cart on steriods, but no gear changes.

 The giant motorized "17 inch i-pad ?  The steering wheel?

 There's nothing ergonomically appeasing with that car, unless money is no object.

 Additionally, those electric cars run outta steam, after the burst~ They don't maintain the
torque and pull once the motor's are spooled up.

yn crx

%

%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Driving home this evening i saw a crash scene , three mangled suvs , one of which
was a tesla 

I'd bet that one was the cause 

Pizza the Hutt

%

%

7 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

It could be Driving While Clotting.
hiftobaf

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

What did the doctor say about the organ donor which died from a clotted
artery?

"at least his death wasn't in vein"

BEMUSED-CONFUSED
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%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Boo!
brunski60

%

%

5 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

 Are you insinuating yen caused a traffic accident? /s

  $135k for electric golf cart. very spartan , fit and finish.

 You're talking to a guy that owns Ferrari's. Wrong car to bang your wife or
girlfriend in.

 The acceleration is amazing! Very fast car.

yn crx
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%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

No not you 

Unless you hang out in upper stoney creek 

Pizza the Hutt

%

%

4 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

      It's the week end, or end of weeks, if you're on the wrong side of Obiden?

 In all honesty, any car aficionado knows Ferrari's are built for purpose, not
comfort?

 * even the front engined ones

yn crx
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%

3 1

2 weeks ago # $

Feels more like the end of days to be quite honest.
Captain Sternn

%

%

2 1

2 weeks ago # $

The darkest hour is just before dawn.
Orly

%

%

3 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Don't quote me on this but I'm guessing Brewski's in San Diego.
brunski60

%

%

2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Was it a Car BQ?
FIAT CON

%

%

4 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

There is still nothing like the sound of an internal combustion engine to satisfy the
soul.

Boomerdoomer

%

%

6 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The creepiest part is that they still think they own the world while ignoring what is going on
in Ukraine and East Asia.

Dragonlord

%

%

Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago # $

If they could just control everybody's brains in Russia with sound waves, it definitely
wouldn't be. Most likely some poor experimental people have been controlled, killed,
etc, with it so they have high hopes.

Ms No

%

%

1 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

FYI... "Spooked by Russia's Ukraine Performance, China Ramps Intelligent
Drones Program"

Source :

https://youtu.be/E4MYjANZ2gQ

Been saying for years that "Whoever wins the Drone Wars, rules the sky and anti-
tank warfare."

Got no traction on ZH - proving once again that ppl approve/like by populism and
running with the herd, not on principle. 

TAALR Swift
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%

6 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

I do not see any mention of Sharks with laser beams attached to their heads. 
Peter Weyland
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%

5 1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Throw me a frickin’ bone.
MoonWatcher

%

%

Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You’d be surprised what an Ill-tempered sea bass can do !!

 

Chevrus
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%

5 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

You didn't let them finish. In the future you'll own nothing and be happy or they'll kill you.
Kirk Patrick

%

%

1 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Correction:  Not "OR"... they WILL kill you.
_0000_

%

%

5 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

The fake J-- state of Israel only want to control the population of the world.  That is it.  This
is their only goal.  How they get to this state doesn't matter.

Judaism uses Christianity as their main puppets to achieve their end goal.  Really sad that
these Christians cannot see what is happening or they just don't give a damn because
Jesus will place them in heaven anyway.  

Holodomor33

%

%

5 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

Burn Klaus (in his lady's lingerie) in effigy. Use Gates' and Fidelito's likenesses for a new
line of range targets. 

They always fly in in their private jets to throw a feast and regale each other with these
increasingly schizoid plans while hiding behind police barricades.  Bring it out here on Main
Street and let's see how it goes over, you Dr Evil wannabes.

These ideas are evil straight from Hell, these people are insane, and I think they should all
be muzzled and drugged in a rubber room.  I mean, look at them.  They want to take over? 
Pfffftt.

_Conax_
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%

5 Reply"

2 weeks ago # $

They think that they are safe on their private planes, islands and surrounded by body
guards.  All it takes if for one of their serfs to end them.

bigrooster

%

%
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Reply"

2 weeks ago (Edited) # $

All it takes is removing their privilege to create infinite money from notthing.
DemandSider
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%
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Syndicate of Satan hides behind WEF to implement their protocols. 
EarthIsNotSpinning
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%
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A cabal of sociopaths and psychopaths, pure and simple.
Weihan
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%
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They are obviously a parasite on humanity that must be eradicated quickly - Got bugs ?

joego1
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%
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Since nothing going in under the WEF and its followers and acolytes has ever been voted
for and never been subject to any democratic debate and approval - it is nothing more than
a tiny group of people trying to enslave the world - I postulate that the WEF is in fact a
terrorist organisation running an organised crime racket.

All those who attend WEF meetings in Davos are therefore supporters of terrorism and
organised crime.

smacker

"how can we counteract the WEF’s insanity? How can we vote them out if they
were never voted in?"
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%
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Um...sure.

Except that they own ALL of the large companies that make everything we need
(including medicines), own most of the land we need to grow food, own most of the
information and banking purveyors, own most of the "politicians" around the world
and have most of the world's money.

The WORST thing us normies could do would be to ignore this very real and
lethal threat...

Insufficient Funds
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It doesn't matter what some of these people own. They do not own the system of
democratic governance.

There are clear rules and procedures for changing any part of that and it's
ultimately subject to approval by the nation's citizenry.

Did you ever hear the WEF agenda discussed and approved by UK Parliament?

The WEF/Davos crowd are simply trying to usurp and overthrow that system with a
autocratic (totalitarian) system of their own design with them in control.

That is classic terrorism.

How they are brought to heel and held to account is another matter, but let's call
these people what they are:

         terrorists

smacker
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H.G.Wells' Eloi and Morlocks  

Gilster

Shopping is a distant memory in the city of 2030, whose inhabitants have cracked
clean energy and borrow what they need on demand. It sounds utopian, until she
mentions that her every move is tracked and outside the city live swathes of
discontents
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And a reminder that HG Wells wrote "The New World Order" in 1940

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_World_Order_(Wells_book)#:~:text=In%20The
%20New%20World%20Order,formed%20to%20defend%20human%20rights.

And yet some people think that all the world wars have been about something else.

JacqueOss51
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.. and the book he brought back to the Eloi was the Bible. The Morlocks will be the
"elite" who live in their underground cities - after those dungeons run out of energy
and food

scribe1
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Hilarious statement.

I love how nobody stops to think for a second: "what if we don't crack clean energy?"

Like shouldn't we crack clean energy and then phase out fossil fuels?

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado

city of 2030, whose inhabitants have cracked clean energy
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+1000
calculator
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Whack Schwab.

Then see what happens. 

dojufitz
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His owners will install someone to take his place. Schwab is a field general, not a
member of the decision-making inner circle.

WonderDawg
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Exterminate the inner circle in such a barbarous and public way that no one would
even think of taking their place. 

snatchpounder
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These people have nothing to fear.

The worst thing that happened during Covid is some trucks parked up and honked their
horns.

The citizens of the Western World are completely compliant.

They will do what they are told.

It will take heroic individuals to assassinate these people.

 

 

dojufitz
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Our firearms have protected our freedumbs real good. 
Gekko Jr
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Putin may indeed have been groomed by the WEF but he rejected its forum in January
2021.  Putin also wanted friendship with the West but now knows that it was a bad idea. 
No two people agree or disagree about everything.  In 2020, most every one of them
wanted Trump out.  Now that he's gone (for now), differences are starting to emerge.

India and China supported the green agenda when they were given an out. As soon as they
were expected to back the sanctions against Russia, and kill their economies, they backed
out.

 

wootendw

“I have to say, when I mention now names, like Mrs. (Angela) Merkel and even
Vladimir Putin, and so on, they all have been Young Global Leaders of the World
Economic Forum."
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Some stupid ideas catch on, some don't.
FreedomWriter
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It is weird how ZH puts some articles behind the Premium paywall that are otherwise free,
like the Miller article at Brownstone about the murdering bastard Jeremy Faust who
basically argues we should kill children with the COVID vaccines. Faust of course is a freak
who should be immediately put 6 feet under, but you wouldnt get there from here unless
you went yourself.

t0mmyBerg
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Brownstone? Really?
Orly
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Brownstone is awesome. Good stuff there. 
AimeeZH
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Perhaps I am thinking of another one. Gatestone Institute? Maybe I am
confused.

The one that does inane prepper stuff that is so far out there that no one could
possibly take their advice. If I got them confused, I apologise for my error.

Orly
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Just copy the article title and copy/paste in your favorite browser. Works for me most
of the time.

end of the line
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Theme from night rider plays as you are turned into an electric  car
Pizza the Hutt
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Did you ever put together that KITT has the eye of a Cylon?

Think about it.

Orly
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I'm gonna have to Google that 
Pizza the Hutt
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That's my CD slot Michael... Michael!
brunski60
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Perhaps an eight track player would be more accommodating?
Pizza the Hutt
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The first episode was in 1982, making VHS much more plausible.
brunski60
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Cylon warrior from Battlestar Galactica:

https://www.deviantart.com/brucewhite/art/Cylon-Centurion-166234072

KITT from Knight Rider:

https://www.starstills.com/kitt-official-knight-rider-car-cardboard-cutout-standee/

Scary stuff, yo...

Orly
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Yuval Noah Harari | "Authority Will Shift Away from Humans to Computers. Humans Will Be
Useless"

https://theinfowar.tv/watch?id=6299005316f9b23e84415cce

Team Echo Golf Foxtrot
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A different look at the same topic here:

https://straightlinelogic.com/2020/03/24/the-last-gasp-by-robert-gore/

KyttenX
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The WEF

 

KILL IT!

KILL IT WITH FIRE!

Shad_ow
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Klaus Schwab: "You Vill Own Nothing, But You Vill Be Happy... I, Of Course, Vill Own
Everything Und Be Much Happier."

Zero_Hope
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Und you vill eat ze bugs..
WhatWhat
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The enormous greed is astounding. They all already have 100x more than they or their
family could ever need in their life times but it's never enough.  And they resent the
peasants having any comforts at all.  And it's not because of climate change.... they
don't believe that crap and they don't care about the planet.  They just have a cavern
in their soul they are trying to fill with money and power. They are the most empty,
soulless sub humans. They and their kind have always been the biggest plague on the
planet and to real people.  

imsailing
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You are already tracked every second of the day if you own / carry a smart phone.

Watch 2000 mules.. note how easy it was for them to track people

rusty chancre
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Name one thing these incompetent moronic parasitic lunatics have done that isn't creepy?
  Just one I dare you. 

Set The Edge
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The preview thumbnail picture for this article, the guy, looks like someone you'd see in
a HIV pill commercial.

Democratic Koolaid111
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Too true, but wrong tense. If the last few years have shown us anything it’s that WEF owns
all of the politicians, controls all voting, and has for some time.

taglady

Upon reviewing this list, two common themes become obvious. The first theme is
“penetration”. The WEF wants to penetrate governments using “Global Leaders”
(aka Manchurian candidates). It also wants to penetrate our bodies through pills,
microchips, and vaccines. It also wants to penetrate our minds using soundwaves,
censorship, and propaganda.
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We have endless examples of corruption,bribery,intimidation,censorship,surveillance and
worse by politicians,government agents,big tech/media/pharma/finance etc.

So what are We The People going to do about it?
Does anyone else have ideas  for solutions that We The People can implement WITHOUT
the help of politicians?

You can vote with your wallet and attention every day by boycotting twitter, google,
facebook,apple,amazon,microsoft,CNN,MSNBC ,MSM and other big
tech/media/finance/pharma (including not owning their stocks) to counter their
censorship,bias and corruption.

I don't think the corrupt politicians of either party will pay attention to policy concerns of
We The People until We The People unite behind basic principles and become an
economic force.
Money talks and it can be used to make positive change in contrast to all the bad things it
is also used for.

 

ACTION PLAN FOR IMMEDIATE CHANGE to counter the corruption , censorship and
surveillance by media/tech/finance giants and politicians:

1)Cancel Cable/Satellite/Streaming TV bundles  (All channels should be made available
individually so consumers don't have to give money to channels they don't want to)

2)Do Not donate money to politicians & consider boycotting companies that give them
money or pay them for speeches.
Some might decide to boycott Facebook,Twitter,Apple,Amazon,Microsoft, Google and
Netflix for censorship or corruption issues alone.

Consider selling any shares of big tech/media/finance/pharma stocks/funds and invest in
the best pro-freedom companies you can find.

3)Bank with small local banks & invest (and bank) with a broker like Interactive Brokers
whose founder/chairman Thomas Petterfy had the foresight to publicly warn about the
dangers of Socialist/Authoritarian government and TZERO which was created by
Overstock and founder Patrick Byrne to prevent naked short selling and enable same day
trade settlement.

Buy from small local merchant stores and use cash when possible.

4)Demand IMMEDIATE pardons for Julian Assange & Edward Snowden and non-violent
vaccine mandate protesters and election fraud protesters  and other
whistleblowers/truthtellers

5)Join Pro freedom social networks like MINDS and Gab ,where freedom of speech and
truth are respected.
Follow Zero Hedge and Project Veritas for pro truth/freedom news.

6)Use web browsers like Brave or Tor rather than Chrome or Safari when you surf the web.
Use search engines like Brave rather than Google or Bing for web searches.
Use an email service like ProtonMail rather than Gmail.
Save important online videos/articles/posts to your PC hard drive or phone.
Post videos to Rumble,Odysee and Bitchute  rather than youtube
Shop online at Overstock and smaller independent retailers rather than Amazon/Wayfair

7)Use Linux operating systems like Linux Mint,Debian or others on your computer rather
than Windows, Mac or Chrome OS (Almost any PC can be switched to Linux).
Use a degoogled Android phone or a  "dumbphone" rather than an iPhone or Google
Android smartphone.
Avoid buying a "smart" TV as it is smarter to buy a "dumb" TV with no operating system
pre-installed.
Use a Linux mini PC with wireless keyboard on your TV for web
browsing/computing/gaming/video streaming rather than amazon fire tv/roku/google
chromecast/apple tv/microsoft xbox/nvidia shield.

8) Do NOT support the phony "War on Drugs" which causes more
crime,death,murder,gang violence,incarcerations,enriching criminals while millions of
people still use illegal drugs anyway.

9) Demand accurate,fair,transparent elections in which every citizen can verify their votes
were counted accurately with a receipt.

10)Demand drugs like Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine be made available over the
counter.
Demand NO vaccine mandates.

11) Support a new foreign policy where We The People worldwide unite behind and
promote the principles of truth/freedom/goodwill/integrity/humility/Non-Aggression
Principle/Golden Rule and focus on winning hearts and minds.
Support a worldwide effort to voluntarily help others in the hope that it will win over more
people to these principles.

I wish JUST ONE famous, widely followed "conservative" media personality or politician
would promote an action plan like this,which would be so easy to do.
If Trump posted an action plan like this,it would have immediate impact and be so easy to
do.
But they won't,so I will.

Please share this action plan with others via text,email & social media if you agree.

If you go to the page linked below you will see that I am NOT selling anything and I do NOT
ask anyone for money.Not one penny.

Here is the link to share this message.Thank You.
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/943148464663228416

TruthFreedomPeace
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This would have solved the problem, except so many of us tied their income to social
media and Amazon, etc...that they fight for what is killing them. It’s almost impossible
to reason with most of them. I have tried.

taglady

You can vote with your wallet and attention every day by boycotting twitter,
google, facebook,apple,amazon,microsoft,CNN,MSNBC ,MSM and other big
tech/media/finance/pharma (including not owning their stocks) to counter
their censorship,bias and corruption.
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Convenience is the other issue. Life has been made so time pressured over the years
that convenience is almost a necessity for the average person with little to no time to
actually check into issues. That has led to the whole “expert” thing and mental
laziness.

taglady
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You'll be stock photography 

And you'll be happy

dead rush limbaugh
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They are turning people into a commodity.
ThomasChase1776
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You'll be stupid and be happy....

Oh wait, they already accomplished that one for the sheeple.

JayPowell
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hey, this guy looks all white and semi-male -- who let this slip through the cracks?
cakesquid
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Ever noticed how all these "elitist" freaks have such dead eyes?  Creepy AF.
Trogdor
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Soul less.
WatchfulOne
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Demonic possession 
Right.of.stareoS
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Viagra and Asphixation brain damage as well.....

Thats not how your supposed to activate the reptile brain monkey......

Maghreb2
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Wait, it gets even better!  You didn't even mention CBDC--Central Bank Digital Currency.  

No longer will you have to carry cash.  Every transaction you pay for will be monitored, and
if they decide you shouldn't make it, "your card will be declined".  Get ready for the barter
economy.  

 

370H55V
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Not only that, CBDC expires, so that you cannot save currency for a rainy day.

There will also be negative interest.

ThomasChase1776
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I guess live and let live is off the table.
TrippyCat
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I have a vision of the future that definitely involves these globalists.
MrBoompi
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I hope they are in jail or gulag
Hocusbocus
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Hanging from a short rope?
ThomasChase1776
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When is Morpheus going to save us from this Matrix?
MountainMan108
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Save yourself prick.....Heard Morpheus died in the 67s when Moses slipped him some
bad Acid. It was a mercy killing to stop Theosophy getting too big and he would have
wound up like Apollo aka Abbadon....

Maghreb2
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The shutdowns and lockdowns killed so much small business in the USA. It drove and
increased inequality. Where local restaurants thrived many died, but the chains grew. Same
for many businesses, especially small retail.

Leroy Whitby
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This was to kill independent earners and thinkers that don't vote with them
4medicinalpurposesonly
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4 sure. The last thing dictatorships want is a mass of people with enough assets to
be independent of their control. The target for the Soviet Communists pretty
quickly were the Kulaks, who were peasants well off enough to hire workers or buy
or rent machinery. The Russian equivalent of the middle class at the time.

Leroy Whitby
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They will fail because their control of technology is not so absolute as it takes a functioning
society to create and maintain all of the infrastructure to corral the entire planet. Entropy
will be their Achilles heel . They are killing the golden goose that feeds their fantasies .

joego1
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Possibly, Elon controls a lot of satellites!
4medicinalpurposesonly
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In a mass psychosis the Elites go mad first. Their madness is the delusion that they are
superior beings and it is not only their right, but their obligation, to rule over the masses.

Then they brainwash the masses with age old, but effective techniques.

PigMan
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How will the WEF convince their billionaire members to give up their lifestyle and all their
money..??

Mr. Rude Dog
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And if yes who wants to wear Bill Gate’s stinky sweater when he’s done with it 

 

 

phillyla
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I frequently go back to Orwell when looking for a framework to understand such things.

There three classes in 1984 Society:  Inner Party, Outer Party, Prols

WEF would be an example of the Inner Party.  If you aspire to go to WEF one day you are in
the Outer Party.  If you are concerned about that is happening at WEF (or more likely don't
know or care) you are a Prol.

Scary Poppins was an example of an Outer Party operative that got ahead of her skis.  She
was quickly dismissed.  The associated Inner Party operative governing her actions is
anonymous and still in place.

1984 is a remarkably robust framework for understanding current events.

 

 

SkinnyDoogan
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There is a fourth class:  the Objective Enemy.   Jews, Kulaks, landlords...  It doesn't
matter to the Party so much who it is, as that it exists and can be targeted.

Herbert Marcuse's Pocket Watch
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Aaron Russo discussed this plan 20 years ago in his film, America: freedom to fascism

everybody has a chip and if you act up they turn it off

Muskrat
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I was thinking about rewatching that film just the other day.  This evening will be as
good a time as any

Wild Bill Steamcock 2.0
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What a talent, RIP.

Trading places an all time great work of his

10044_
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Its Nazis, guys.
Scornd
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No it's Bolsheviks, nice try. 

Ms No
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Hitler was a communist....

The idea that communism and socialism are different, is the grand lie.

One always begets the other.

Scornd
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Hitler was a fascist, got it from El Duce, Stalin and Mao were commies.
iThumbUser
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He was in his later years...he was originally a commie during ww1..

No dif btween commies ans socialist...go really look...

Scornd
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They were bending with the wind.

Ms No
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I have already said there is little difference between them, DEATH to them
ALL.

iThumbUser
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read a history book
Lord Raglan
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It's Socialism, which is both Fascism (nazi) and Communism (Bolshevik).

They are the same damn thing basically, just different shades of left wing Tyranny!

iThumbUser
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All these bad isms suck.  The elite don't care, but like to craft isms.  Jay Dyer
emphasized a great point this week in all these loon ism revolutions do cost a lot
of .guv bux to run.

Gekko Jr
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I want to call them DEAD!
iThumbUser
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But they think they are Ashkenazi.

Its in the word.

Scornd
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I think Adolf hitler was a Rotheschild mamzer, that grew up to be groomed as a
stooge...the idea that communism and socialism are opposed is a Bolshevik lie
americans are taught in school:

They are two sides of the same fascist coin.

Scornd
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Hitler was 1/8th jewish, for sure
iThumbUser
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It doesn't matter what it's called.  It boils down to putting the needs of the
collective well ahead of the needs of the individual.  Just like an ant colony.

We humans are not ants.  Unless the individual is treasured, free, and respected
there is no humanity.

Population growth and scarce resources are pushing humanity towards the ant
colony...aka collectivism.  This will end one way or the other, either absolute
collectivism and top down control, or war and decimation of populations
until humanity is reborn in its original free form.

calculator
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While I agree with you, did you know you can fit the whole pop of the world into
Texas, that is a misnomer!

iThumbUser
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Land mass is not the same thing as resources.  Food, water, energy are all
scarce in comparison to the world's population and its perception of need. 
People are no longer happy living in mud huts.

I believe technology can solve most of that scarcity, however, this current
crop of elites is putting the cart before the horse.  They should be solving the
problem with increased supply, not killing all of us off in anticipation of
reduced resources.

calculator
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All renewable, don't fall for the crap man
iThumbUser
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It's official. All the idiots that didn't believe in NWO (despite it even being blatantly
expressed in public by every president going way back) were idiots who were wrong. As a
matter of fact, they were so wrong as should never be allowed an opinion on anything
political again.

Ms No
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Yes.  Not sure where all this 'Now we know who these people are' comments are
coming from.  In one form or another there has been an overall game plan in the
works for hundreds of years.

Gekko Jr
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I have stated similarly about those that post "clown world." 

🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

If you have been thinking that this was a gaffe, an oops, an expression of
incompetence them you were you one with the low IQ, the inability to think.

if such people had decency they would never post again as they waste others' time

drivel_news
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The 4th Reich.
Bastiat
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It's a family affair - Klaus Schwab's daddy Eagun Schwab was in tight with Hitler, and
Soros grew up selling out his own people to the Nazis to make a few bucks off their
seized property after all.

A. Magnus
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Schwabhas been hung out and he is nothing. It's 2022.

Ms No
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Both hitler and Obama are rothechilds...

...the info is out there.

Scornd
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Also they don't call them the fifth column for nothing and they don't call
themselves that for nothing. Clear why Soros and others were there, Infiltration.
Also the Nazis that exist now are run by Jewish Mafia like Zalensky, Kagan,
Nudleman and Blinken and their Epstein Mossad controlled puppets. They think
putting up the Nazi flag obscures their control of it, which failed. Even Lavrov called
that out.
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The Great Resist - They will own no one and they will be unhappy

Fuck the WEF, Fuck the Nazi Biden regime and fuck all variants of the Globopedo scum in
the ass sideways with a rusted crowbar.

A. Magnus
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In the last 10 years, the amount of brainwashing going on around the world has risen
multiple times quicker than any other indicator. 

elephant123
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4 1 Reply"
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The only way to beat them really is to un-infiltrate and scrub our government of these WEF
Young Global Leaders cabal.  

Once they gain control of our military, which looks to be the case, but more fundamentally,
our local police and national guard, we are toast.

Lord Raglan
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The military is a lie. Going to be useless and no threat to anyone where were heading.
They are counting on you subjugating yourself. 

Hadrian
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